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WBC 2012
Dear
friends,
The organizer accepted my proposition to move his date to July 27/28.
This date will most later be possible because it will not be possible to
organize in August for reasons of local logistics. We hope that a
solution
will
be
found
with
the
Italian
organizer.
Sincerly
yours,
Jean-Luc
Dear Jen-Luc,
Thanks for your mail. I will contact to Italy and try to find the vest
solution.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Hello to all,
thank you very much, I appreciate your effort. I hope that it is another
tiles on “WBC 2012” mosaic. I write you very soon.
Giuliano
Hello Giuliano,
It is perfect. The ball is on your side now. I look forward….
Libor
Now tha situation as follows. With a help from France, it is better than beofre.
But still 2 weeks in between the events. We sould wait for the answer from Italy.
Date
Event
28-29/July/2012
?/August/2012

WBC ROUND 1 IN FRANCE
WBC ROUND 2/FINAL IN ITALY
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FROM SPAIN
Dear Hiro,
Mr Màrius Mollà, has to separate of the presidency of the BUE, has not
time due to his work. Please, everything what concerns delegate send
to this mail. administracion.bue@biketrial.es

We are reforming the meeting of the BAC in Catalonia and of the BUE in
Spain to obtain a new president in each one. I wait that in the
nexts weeks we could announce new president. Please, Remember, he
would need the attached document signed by you. Also in the next days
I will inform you about the candidacy of Igualada (Catalonia) for WBC
2012. We are studying with new meetings and Pere, Ot Pi, some tests to
do a revolution and to popularize the sport; we will inform you. Thank's
Hiro!
Administración
Biketrial Unión Española
Dear Marius,

BUE

I got it.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
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FROM A BIKETRIAL FRIEND IN SPAIN
Dear Hiroshi,
It's always good to se biketrial competitions go just on and on, your
"newsletters" are great. After those storms in Japan I wonder how
people is dealing with all of this. Really sorry for what is happening and
also for answering so late, I've been quite busy. Best regards from
Catalonia (we really hope to have another championship soon) and wish
Kamel 218 Japan is making its way trough the people.
Yours sincerely,
O. B.
Dear O. B.,
Thanks for your mail. I enjoyed reading it. I and my friend Mr. Mishima
are trying our best to promote 218Kamel J. We are planning to make an
official presentation in Tokyo on 17/November and the Catalonia
association in Japan will give us their support (many thanks to Spain). I
hope it will be an opportunity to convey to the people about 218Kamel J.
By the way, we live in Japan with this condition of the nature since
beginning. For us, the nature is beautiful and rich but also very
dangerous and so hard living sometimes. But I think it is like sweet and
bitter, such different tastes make the cooking delicious. I accept good
times and bad times, happiness and sadness and even live and die.
They are all here with us and make this world complete and tasty (?). It
is my thought.
Some weeks ago, I was watching the news program on TV the report
was about elementary school students who lost their families or houses
by 3.11 earthquake and tsunami. I thought they must be afraid the sea

after the disaster, because it took everything from them. But they were
not complained or scored at all. Their faces were look sad when they
remember the disaster but they drew pictures of the gentle sea with
blue sky on sunny day and each of them said “I like the sea”. It touched
my hear very strongly. I felt hope and courage from their strength. I
guess it may be not easy to understand for you. But I felt something real
Japanese culture is living in them. I really hope their recovering.
Keep in touch. So long!
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
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